
FAQ 31 
To Prepare  Or  Not To Prepare ? – A Good Question 

 

Q #31   What can I do if your Web information is no longer available? 

        

IF it goes away and you don’t have the material, we would bring this counsel:  READ the 

BOOK, and our book (The Final Trumpet Rapture Gathering: An Introduction) if you’d 

like crucial insight in regards to navigating through the unfriendly waters ahead. 

  

But please  don’t wait  until that moment should it indeed take place.  You can and should 

do something now … 

 

There may come a time when some WEB information is no longer available.  Since we 

have so many ways to store information, we suggest down-loading our materials (on a UBS 

Mass Storage Device; Removable Disk; etc.)  NOW  as opposed to waiting until a time 

when the Internet may no longer be accessible.  After that time, if this occurs, it will be too 

late to retrieve our information.  One hour invested today (down-loading the material) is 

more than worthwhile.  Note:  EM will not be sending hard copies of this information once 

our web information disappears so please, make the commitment to have this helpful (to 

YOU) material. 

 

A concern, if we may:  Endurance Ministries seeks to help better prepare the Church for 

the days prior to the initial appearing of Christ.*   We do this because the Word speaks 

to readiness.  Toward that end, in addition to transferring the important information 

(posted on our many web sites) onto a disk, look over our materials with a view of 

immediate application.  Why?  If people wait until they see some of these later signs,    

some preparations will no longer be an option due to the lateness of the hour.  It fre-

quently amazes us when the church shows such little regard for biblical counsel in a day 

when we need it most.  The Parable of the Ten Virgins provides  HUGE  Counsel for 

today.  Remember, while all ten were waiting for the Bridegroom, only five made it into  

the wedding gathering.   The other five, due to ill-preparedness, did not.  This is not an 

insignificant matter. 

  

* We also provide helpful counsel concerning the period of the Trumpet blasts 

    which follows His initial appearing.  These events are mentioned in the Book  

    of Revelation.  Because we believe the Church will still be present on the earth  

    following the sign of the Son of Man (Matthew 24:30; Revelation 6:14-17), this  

    brief moment in the human experience is important—even to the Church.  

    While these things will unfold, it’s also crucial we discern eternally significant  

    events are taking place TODAY to which we need to be responding.  This is a  

    part of  readiness  to which our Lord has so called His people.  
 


